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Kickstart the new school year with the ping pong craze that’s taking the UK by storm!
Schools across the UK are queueing up, bats in hand, to find out more about T3 Ping Pong and their circular ping pong
table – a world first – on which 3-a-side ping pong can be played.
Unveiled last year at Olympic legacy event ‘Give It a Go’ on London’s Hampstead Heath, the table and the game are
rapidly acquiring fans who love the social aspects to playing with 6 people (or up to 12 if playing our 6-a-side game). See
the game featured here on the BBC - http://www.bbc.co.uk/sport/0/get-inspired/25715800
With the government’s renewed focus on improving physical education and sport in schools, there’s never been a better
time to consider new sporting activities which your pupils will enjoy (and want to continue playing as they grow up). With
this in mind, the T3 range includes a full size table (great for the staff room!) as well as small and mid-sized tables perfect
for small children through to teens.
Satisfied customer, head teacher Lynne Gavin at Pakeham Primary (National Primary School of the Year 2013) said, “We
are absolutely delighted with the new table - it’s been so much fun already. Most of us had never seen anything like it.
Table tennis club next year will be brilliant as this new table adds an exciting twist to the game and it will enable us to
have more children in the club too. So far it's been all smiles and laughter - and lots of creativity as we have been devising
new games to play on it.”

Staff at Pakeman Primary try out the T3 before the children jump in

The unusual circular design and specially constructed nets are the foundations of a game which is fast and fun. 3-a-side
ping pong offers players a greater range of shots increasing the scope for spectacular rallies. Perfect for pint-sized players
(3-6 yrs) – The T3 SuperMini encourages young players to get involved in sport. The T3 SuperMini table with matching
mini bats gives 3-6 year olds the perfect start. The child friendly table with no sharp edges has been carefully scaled down
to size as have the bats. For the first time small hands will be able to get around the bats and get to grips with the game.
The next step up (6-9 yrs) is the T3 ONE70, perfect for Key Stage 2 children at 1.7m in diameter and 58 cm high. The
T3ONE70 can also be ordered at full height (76cm) for everyone to use if you don’t have space for a full size T3
Tournament table (2.74m diameter).
For more information on the game, how to play and the full range of T3 tables, visit www.t3pingpong.com
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The T3 SuperMini
• Designed specially for 3-6 year olds • Table top meets ITTF
approved ball bounce • Static table, comprising two connecting semicircular sections • Detachable legs for easy storage • Colour: blue
and white matt • Constructed of tough, scratch resistant melamine
board and steel legs • Solid net (detachable in two sections) • Multipurpose table (doubles as classroom table) • Matching mini size bats
available • Designed and manufactured in the UK • Unique T3 design
Size: Diameter: 1.50m • Height: 0.53m • Table top thickness: 18mm

T3 ONE70
Available in two heights: 58cm designed for 6-9 year olds / 76cm
for older children and adults • Table top meets ITTF approved ball
bounce • Static table, comprising two connecting semi-circular
sections • 6 x detachable (heavy duty) legs for easy storage •
Colour: blue or black • Constructed of tough, scratch resistant
melamine board and steel legs • Solid net (detachable in two
sections) • Designed and manufactured in the UK • Unique T3
design Size: • Diameter: 1.70m • Height options: 0.58m/0.76m •
Table top thickness: 18mm
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